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Abstract. In this paper we report partial progress of our research about system
comprehension. We used levels of abstraction and decomposition strategy to
reduce system complexity. Concept Relationship Oriented methodology is one
of its result, the methodology can be used, to develop new artifact for reverse
engineering. There are two significant reported activities: searching Concept
Representation, and searching Structure of Concept. Searching Concept
Representation was a process, to find a representation, proper or might exist
less depend on artifact types (for example: unique concepts). In this stage
dependency on level of abstraction still tight, but at the second stage we found
the representation, Structure of Concept.
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1

Introduction

Improving comprehension process can be achieved by providing system behavior,
providing system properties, and providing system features description.Those are
through with abstraction and decomposition [1,2]. Abstraction as a view of an object,
focuses on the information, it has been defined relevant to a particular purpose, it
ignores the reminder of the information, and it has clear relationship between its
boundary [2,3,4]. Decomposition can be applied to a complex system, to identify its
features, or its components, with or without deconstruct the system. The process can be
automated [6,7], and can be complied with certain criteria, such as: design,
functionality, modular, or hierarchycal relationship[3].
Abstraction and decomposition may produce Set of Concepts, to produce missing
artifacts, and to update current artifacts as result of reverse engineering [8]. Set of
Concepts member has relationship between each other, the relationship inputs for
Structure of Concept construction [9]. The structures may explain the traceability
between artifacts, sometimes the traceability can not be found, due missing artifact, or
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it was not created as part of project policy (such as Open Source). New member learns
with difficulty, a complex system with incomplete set of artifacts .
Several examples of artifact types are: Requirements Documents using Natural
Language, Analysis Diagrams, Design Diagrams, Source Code using C language, and
data (such as data testing). Natural Language helps reader comprehend the system, but
ambiguity sometimes created. Diagrams may help concept structures visualization, and
improve their knowledge, or improve comprehension [9] as foundation: before
architecture evaluation [11, 12, 13, 14], before and after maintenance [15], architecture
modification [2, 11, 16, 17,18], performance evaluation [19, 20], testing specification
[21, 22], components improvements [23, 24, 25, 26, 27], reengineering [11, 18, 28],
concept recognition and its relationship [29, 30], and data exchange [31].
Reverse engineering process, to construct or reconstruct those artifact types, due
missing artifacts, or not created artifacts, on a complex existing system, is required. Its
process quality, or its artifact quality, may depend on its development method, and its
tools. From our experience in stage one[8], the method of translation from one artifact
type to another is unique, or different from others. As an example, translation method
is difference between Analysis Diagram - Requirements Document, and Source Code
- Design Diagram.
We found Concept Representation may exist in the artifacts (first stage inputs were
User Guide and Source Code), and may improve the quality. Second stage, we improve
our approach by creating, develop new method, and develop tool based on previous
result. We introduce a new definition of a concept, the definiton can be used as a tool,
to develop a comprehension artifacts, to develop new artifact such as UML diagram [9].
Chapter 2 in this paper, we present scope of the project, how we conducted, and
results, of our first stage research. Chapter 3 in this paper, we present scope of the
project, methodology, and results, of our second stage research. Chapter 4 is summary,
and we add several Appendices, example of comprehension artifacts.

2

Concept Representation

First stage project is a reverse engineering, the application is netstat , an Open
Source, is developed using C language. We use Source Code, and User Guide as an
inital artifact, or activities inputs. The application has several features, our reverse
engineering activities used the features as scope of the project, but there is a
limitation, its features number. The scope or features number are defined using
Behavior Tree Diagram [32]. Targets of this project are: creating artifacts at design
level, analysis level, and requirement document (Natural Language document), and
searching concept representation for each levels of abstraction.
The reverse engineering process consists of several activities:
1. Inputs were Source Code and User Guide. Outputs are Behavior Tree Diagram as
scope of project, Set of Concept or Knowledge Representation, and team member
comprehension improvement. There are several concepts types: Library Name,
Source Code File, Header File, Structure, Variable Type, Variable Name, Function
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Name, Function Name, and its parameters, Branch, Branch Conditional, Loop,
Loop Conditional, Body of Block, Features (from User Guide).
2. Inputs were source code file, Set of Concepts from previous step, and team
member comprehension. Outputs are Header File diagram, Message Flow Between
Function diagram, Message Flow Between Files diagram, Control Flow Inside of a
Function diagram, new members for Set of Concept, or Knowledge
Representation, and team member comprehension improvement. Type of concepts
at design level can be categorized as: Application Name, Variable Name, Variable
Type, and Function.
3. Inputs were Set of Concepts from previous, and its comprehension. Outputs are
Behavior Tree, and Behavior Tree Integration Diagram [32] as analysis level
diagram, new members for Set of Concepts, and team member comprehension
improvement. Type of concepts at Behavior Tree Diagram analysis level are: node
and tree.
4. Inputs were Set of Concepts from previous step, and its comprehension. Outputs
are Requirements Document in Natural Language as final artifact and team
member comprehension improvement.
Each of those processes has its own translation methodology. To have more than
one methodologies, increased complexity of reverse engineering. We want to reduce
complexity, less depend artifact types representation of a concept is searched. We
hope it may support automation (at certain degree). Second stage of our research,
found less depend artifact type representation, it is the meta data of a concept [9].

3

Comprehension Artifact

From our first research stage, we could finish the project, and we found the
problem from our approach. In this stage of project, we wanted to achieve less depend
artifact type, to develop a new artifact. We decide to construct a tool, or Structure of
Concept [9], is based on the problem (improving artifact quality, improving process
quality, and achieving less depend artifact types). As a start, we constructed new
definition of a concept [9], concept can be defined as follow:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Concept can be built from others and it has unique structure.
The definition of a concept may depend on the domain.
Definition of a concept is a concept .
A concept can be instantiated, the instantiation based on a definition.
Two types of concept: are definition, and instance.
Structure of Concept is difference between Concept Definition Structure, and
Concept Instance Structure.
• Instance always complies with definiton. The definition structure leads how to
build the Instance Structure.This Concept Definition Structure and Concept
Instance Structure are a tool, and are comprehension artifacts, are difference
between both of them, can be recognized.
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For the second stage, inputs were Set of Concepts from previous stage, and new
diagram artifacts, but members of set, are limited based on new artifacts. The artifacts
provide Information, relationship between a Source Code file with its libraries.
Targets of this project were: creating artifacts at design level, the artifact explains user
query or need, and were going to find Structure of Concept.
Second stage process was as follow:
1. Inputs were Set of Concepts based on previous stage. Outputs of this process are:
defined need, and queires, those supported using Concept Definition Structure, and
its Concept Instance Stucture. There are three queries: Source Code files - libraries,
Source Code files - Header Files, refer to libraries, and function inside of Source
Code files - Header Files, refer to libraries. Those queries created, to support a
need, explanation of relationship between a function with its libraries. When
function is changed, what libraries need to be learnt.
2. Processing each queries, was constructing a Concept Structure Definition. The
result may be shared to others.
3. Procesing each Concept Structures Definition, were concstructing Concept
Structers Instance. The instances may explain queries.
4. Processing the answer, as an example a project manager needs an experienced
programmer, to modify a function called bpf stat inside of bpf.c files. Current
Concept Structures Instance may answer the need. From uery results, the project
manager may know, the programmer must have experience on stdlib, and sys
libraries.
5. (An optional) Friendly comprehension artifact may be created, same diagram
notation with existing artifacts, or a new diagram notation.

4

Summary

From two stages project, we found Structure of Concept, the structure is a meta
data for a concept. There are two types of structures: Concept Structure Definition
and Concept Structure Instance.
Both structure may reduce dependency on artifact type, we may use them as a tool
, to develop new artifact, or an instance of different artifact type.
Appendices1 show partial of Concept Sructures Instance, presented on table format.
Concept Structure Definition is not presented yet.

1

http://facebook.com/conceptrelationship
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